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Easy-to-use software
100% developed in-house
Most affordable & accurate
Simple licensing

Sightcorp Solutions
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Face Recognition
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Commercial

Security

Digital Signage, DOOH, Retail

KYC, Access, Loyalty
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B2B2B : Partners & System Integrators

Privacy by Design; Anonymous Data
How does the data aggregation process work?
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Our technology uses
images and video
frames

Personal data is
protected with
privacy by design¹
and by default²

Privacy by Design
Privacy by Default
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The software turns
frames into pixels to
detect and analyze
faces in milliseconds

Raw data is stored on
device, on premise
and can be shared
with cloud

GDPR Package
Complete with checklist
and privacy statement
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The frames are
immediately
discarded; only the
raw data is stored

The software then
analyzes the data
metrics (age, gender,
attention time, etc.)

Certified by

DeepSight Audience Insights
Forced mass messaging
and no insights

Context-Aware
Digital Signage Ads & Insights
into shoppers' profiles

1. Digital signage ads are not

1. Interact based on big

targeted to the audience

data or one-on-one

2. No insights for the

2. Know campaign

retailer/ buyer/ advertiser
3. No ROI information

performance & optimize
3. Know your customer

for the offline world
Ideal for: Retail, CMS, Programmatic, A/B testing, Gaze tracking

DeepSight
Toolkit & SDK
The most accurate
audience analytics
for Digital Signage and DOOH
advertising
with the latest
Deep Learning Algorithms

Audience Data: How does it work?
UP HD
camera
CMS
UP Squared

Dashboard
software

DeepSight Toolkit all–in-one License
Sightcorp all-in-one license
provides:
Audience Insights

• People counting
• Age and gender

• Mood
• Blur faces

• Face mask detection
Viewing Metrics
• OTS
• Impressions

• Views
• Attention time

• Dwell time

Product Powered By Sightcorp

DeepSight Toolkit all–in-one License
Sightcorp all-in-one license
provides:
Data Output
• JSON and CSV formats
• Raw and Aggregated data
Connectivity
• Runs offline and locally
• Active internet connection required for
Cloud data processing
• Data shareable with multiple endpoints
(Push + Pull)
Integrations
• Ready CMS integrations

Effectiveness of
DOOH Content
Measure effectiveness of
advertisement campaigns

✓
✓
✓
✓

Who is watching
How long
Dynamic content
Is it driving revenue?

Example Visualization – Power BI

Disclaimer
“IMPORTANT: Sightcorp and its affiliates, officers, directors, employees and agents do not accept responsibility or liability for this Presentation or its contents (except to the extent that such liability cannot be excluded by law).
Statements and opinions regarding the investment case, positioning and valuation are not, and should not be construed as, an indication that Sightcorp will provide favourable research coverage of the Recipient or publish
research containing any particular rating or price target for the Recipient’s securities. This Presentation is (i) for discussion purposes only; and (ii) speaks only as of the date it is given, reflecting prevailing market conditions
and the views expressed are subject to change based upon a number of factors, including market conditions and the Recipient's business and prospects. The Information, whether taken from public sources, received from
the Recipient or elsewhere, has not been verified and Sightcorp has relied upon and assumed without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information which may have been provided directly or
indirectly by the Recipient. No representation or warranty is made as to the Information’s accuracy or completeness. The Presentation is incomplete without reference to, and should be viewed solely in conjunction with, the
oral briefing provided by Sightcorp. The analyses contained in the Presentation are not, and do not purport to be, appraisals of the assets, stock, or business of the Recipient. The Information does not take into account the
effects of a possible transaction or transactions involving an actual or potential change of control, which may have significant valuation and other effects. The Presentation is not exhaustive and does not serve as legal,
accounting or tax advice. Nothing herein shall be taken as constituting the giving of investment advice and this Presentation is not intended to provide, and must not be taken as, the basis of any decision and should not be
considered as a recommendation by Sightcorp. Recipient must make its own independent assessment and such investigations as it deems necessary.

